Although interest in the four topics of colour printing continued, especially concerning chiaroscuro prints, with precedents from the late twentieth century new strands in the use of colour in print research began developing more strongly and broader in the twenty-first century. Susan Dackerman with support of Thomas Primeau organised a project on the hand-colouring of fifteenth and sixteenth-century prints by (see Dackerman 2002). Elizabeth Savage compiled her dissertation on colour prints in the German-speaking lands 1487–1600 (see Upper 2013), while Ad Stijnman simultaneously organised an exhibition including medieval colour prints (see Stijnman 2009) and an exhibition on early modern colour prints and book illustrations (see Grimm, Kleine-Tebbe & Stijnman 2011). Together they organised the ground-breaking Cambridge conference Impressions of Colour in 2011, on which the first full-colour, book-length survey was based: Ad Stijnman and Elizabeth Savage (eds.), Printing Colour 1400–1700: History, Techniques, Functions and Receptions (Leiden: Brill, 2015). These new research interests show that colour in printing and printmaking has always been a substantial and pluriform part of the trade. It only now becomes clear that colour was not a rarity, but that many thousands of Western colour printed single sheets, book illustrations, ephemera and domestic objects have been produced, with antecedents reaching as far back as the twelfth century. This expresses itself in the fast growing number of publications with much broader themes as compared to the Bibliography of Western Colour Printing until 1920: Part I (until 2000).
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